
Daily task- check that you can read all the 

sounds and know the picture rhymes for the 

sounds below. 

Set 1 

 

Set 2  

 



 

 

 Task 1 

Practise saying and reading the different ways 

to  

show the ee sound    
                                             

 

 

 

 

 

Now practise reading words with the sound in. Remember to 

spot the ‘special friends’ then talk the word like Fred, then 

say the whole word. Children still learning set 2 should focus 

on the ‘ee’ spelling of the words. 

Children learning set 1 should practise the set 1 words below 

and continue to learn all the set 1 sounds.  

       Set 2                    Set 3                         Set 3                                      

sleep seen clean real   theme delete 

e-e 



need green dream please complete  even 

feel three seat neat  these evening 

 

Set 1 ( children in Mrs. Kelly’s group) 

mad hen got shop 
pin sing chin yes 

 

Task 2  

Spelling-  Now spell the above words by 

squeezing the sounds onto your fingers then 

writing the word down. Ask a grown up to tell 

you a word to write down.  

Ext. Can you write these sentences using the 

ee sounds? 

I have seen a big tree.  

The sea is deep.  

Task 3     Mixed words- 



Practise reading mixed sounds in words. 

Again, look for the ‘special friends’ first. 

Choose which set of words to practise.           

Set 1 challenge 

back skip     wish grip 
slid this blob thin 

Set 2  

 sport   birthday   bright 
 fright   crouch   smart 

Set 3  

 cure   like  inside 
  dear   saw    spoke 

Task 4 

Alien words        Set 1 

chom      
 

blan  bim  

thaz  
 

tox   teg  

 



Alien words        Set 2  

tooj         
 

grair   feej  

jound    norsk   larp  
 

Set 3  

taid       
 

 grawp  splear  

prew  
 

dure   scoil  

 

Task 5  

How many ee e-e ea  ( also y and e) sounds can 

you spot in the letter?  

There are 20 

Daisy’s letter 

Dear Kate, 

I am glad you are having fun. I am not! Today I broke my 

green necklace and lost all the beads! Then, I took Pete the 

dog for a walk, but I lost the lead. Pete got covered in mud 



and leaves. When I got home, Dad was so cross he wouldn’t 

even speak to me. For tea it is beef stew and I hate meat! I 

wanted to read a book to cheer myself up but there is a 

leak in my bedroom so I can’t! It is just not my day. Maybe I 

should climb a tree. 

I hope I am in a better mood next time I see you. Maybe 

you will bring me home a treat? 

Lots of love and see you next week. 

Daisy  

 

 

 

 

 


